Indian Healthcare Improvement Fund (IHCIF) Workgroup
IHCIF Updates

- The Final draft of the IHCIF Workgroup Final Report is under review and will be voted on by Friday, April 8.
- E-vote responses may include:
  - **Concur**: Providing this response indicates that your Area supports and approves the attached final draft.
  - **Do NOT Concur**: Providing this response means your Area does not support approval of the attached final draft. Please provide a reason for this response and how we may address your concern to facilitate approval.
  - **Request a Workgroup Call**: If your Area believes another Workgroup call is necessary for discussion prior to finalizing the report, please use this response.

*NOTE*: If the results of this e-vote do not reflect Workgroup consensus, Workgroup Chairs will evaluate appropriate next steps for another e-vote or a conference call.